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Dynamic Responses in Orthotropic Media Due to Pulsating Line Source

* Yong-Yun Kim

Abstract

The analysis of dynamic responses are carried out on several anisotropic systems due to buried pulsating line sources. 
These include infinite, semi-infinite spaces. The media possess orthotropic or higher symmetry. The load is in the form of 

a normal stress acting with parallel to symmetry axis on the plane of symm이ry within the materials. The results are first 
derived for infinite media. Subsequently the res니Its for semi-infinite are derived by 니sing superposition of the solution in 
the infinite medium together with a scattered solution from the boundaries. The sum of both solutions h쇼s to satisfy stress 
free boundary conditions, thereby leading to the complete solutions. The solutions are simplified to the systems possessing 
of higher symmetry, such as orthotropic, transversely isotropic, cubic, and isotropic symmetry.

I. Introduction

Acoustic vibrations in solid structures essentially involve 

the propagation of wave motion throughout the support
ing media. In dealing with acoustic vibrations of systems 
involving coupling of compressible fluids with plate and 

shell structures, it is important to possess an appreciation 

of the "wave view” of vibration. Understanding the re
sponse of elastic solids to internal mechanical sources, 
then, has long been of interest to researchers in classical 
fields such as acoustics, vibration, seismology, as well as 

modem fields of application like ultrasonics and acoustic 
emission.

Plane harmonic wave interaction with homogeneous 
elastic anisotropic media, in general, and with layered 
anisotropic media, in particular, have been extensively 

investigated in the past decade or so. This advancement 
has been prompted at least from a mechanics point of 
view, by the increased use of advanced composite mater
ials in many structural applications. A quick review of 

available literature on this subject reveals that most of 
the work done so far is carried out on isotropic media. 
The effect of imposed line load in homogeneous iso

tropic media has been discussed by several investigators 

ever since Lord Rayleigh discovered the existence of 
surface waves on the surfaces of solids [11]. An account 
of the literature dealing with this problem through 1957 
can he found in Ewing, Jardetzky and Press [7]. Most of 

the earlier work [7-9] followed Lamb [10], who appar
ently was the first to consider the motion of half space 
caused by a vertically applied line load on the free 
surface or within the medium. He was able to show that
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displacements at large distance consists of a series of 

events which corresponds to the arrival of longitudinal, 
shear, and Rayleigh surface wave.

In this paper, the formal developments in previous 
works are rigorously followed [1-4] and study the re

sponse of several anisotropic systems to buried pulsating 
line loads. These include infinite and semi-infinite, sys
tems. The problem is mathematically formulated based on 
the equations of motion in the constitutive relations. The 
internal line load will be in the form of a normal stress 
load, acting at a symmetry direction within the materials 

in the plane of symmetry. The load is first described as 

a body force in the equations of the motion for the 
infinite medi건 and then it is mathematically characterized 
as ''artificial interface conditions', for each semi-infinite 

spaces. A building block approach is utilized in which 

the analysis is begun by deriving the results for an in

finite media. Subsequently the results for semi-infinite 
spaces are drived by using superposition of the infinite 

medium solution together with a scattered s이ution from 

the free surface. The sum of both solutions has to satisfy 

the stress free boundary conditions, thereby leading to a 

complete s이ution. The plane hannonic wave is studied in 

anisotropic media possessing so low as orthotropic sym

metry. The solutions then reduce to the case with isolT- 
opic symmetry, which agrees with the 어assical solutions 

of the potential equations by the separation of variables 
technique [5].

II. Problem Formulation

Consider an infinite anisotropic elastic medium posses
sing orthotropic symmetry. The medium is oriented with 
respect to the reference cartesian coordinate system 
x； = x2, x：i) such that the x is assumed normal to 
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its plane of symmetry as shown m Figure 1. The plane 
of symmetry defining the orthotropic symmetry is thus 

coincident with the Xi — x2 plane. With respect to this 

coordinate system, the equations of motion in the me
dium are given by [1]

与药+刀=0节厂 (2.1)

and, from the general constitutive relations for anisotropic 

media,

淞公， it /, k, l = 1,2,3 (2.2)

by the specialized expanded matrix form to orthotropic 
media
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Figure 1. An applied line load in Orthotropic Infinite Media.

Where we used the standard contracted subscript notat

ions ITU, 2—*22, 3—*33, 4^23, 5~*13 and 6—*12, 

to replace fourth order tenser cijki (公九为，/ = 1,2, 3) 

with c泌(力，g = l,2..........6). Thus, c45 stands for °2313,

for example. Here ei} and u, are the components 

of stress, strain and displacement, respectively, and p is 

the material density. In equation (2.3), = 2

defines the engineering shear strain components.
In what follows, one studies of the infinite medium to 

a uniform harmonic line load that is applied along a dir
ection on the symmetry axis of the material system. One 

would like to solve the case of orthotropic symmetry by 

applying constitutive equation (2.3) to the secular equat
ions (2.1) that is written in the expanded form in terms 
of displacement components

【5 ]的+(Ci3+%5) (2.3a)

■法 [ 6 + « 브； ] 叶E 옳 + c思 ] 诳*쓰 — /3

(2.3b)

where /, is defined as /] = /2 = 0, QS(x}) S(x3-x^) e^. 

Equation(2.3c) represents a horizontal shear wave equat

ion that is independent of a vertical shear wave and a 
longitudinal wave. Since the line load has only vertical 
component, equations(2.3a,b) need to be considered.

III. Solutions in the Infinite Media

The steps leading to formal solutions of equations 

(2.3a,b) for each of the two semi-infinite spaces (See 
Figure 1) will be outlined. Since the body force has been 

replaced by an ^artificial interface condition'', f, deleted 

from Equations (2.3a,b). Next, assume harmonic solutions 

followed by applying the Fourier transform to these equ
ations in accordance with

uQ = uQ e , 旳=J 3 外 e dXi (3.1)

The general solution of the resulting differential equat
ions is then sought in the form

u, = u,e^ax\ z= 1, 2, 3

leading to the characteristic equation

{刀 11 刀13 h = o 

(3-2)

(3.3)

where the various entries Ath are given by

力f = Css 서-■Cii + poF 

，113 = 一活。((가3+。55) 

/133 = <33 奁 2 —(切予 + pa广
(3.4)

Note from equation (3.3) that the Av matrix is sym
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metric. For the existence of nontrivial solutions in U, 

the determinant in equation (3.3), must vanish, there by 

leading to an algebraic equation which relates a to o). 

This is obviously an alternative presentation of Christ- 

offel's equation [1]. The difference is that a is being 

found in terms of as compared with solving for the 

phase velocity for a given propagation direction. Upon 

setting the determinant equal to zero, one obtains a fourth 
order equation in a which is written symbolically as

A^a4 + + A3 = 0 (3.5)

with its coefficients given by

& = C33C55

厶2 = [(。13 + ^55)2 一 6】C33 ~ 恳]- ( ^33 + C55) W (3.6) 

厶3 = Cgg +(4i+C55)p£2 +p%4

Equation (3.5) admits four solutions for a. These as 

have the further properties that

吻=一叫，= 一 釦 (3.7)

Furthermore for each a, equation (3.3) yields the 

displacement amplitude ratio,

丿&시: C13+C55) zo p

2 *2 . 2
。33 % —。55 f + 的

Finally, using superposition, the formal solutions can 

be written for the displacements of equations (2.3a,b) and 

their associated stress components using equation (3.2) as

(2,Z)= £ (1,%)"10如1) (3.9a)
Q= 1

(胡3,宿3) = t (如如 UlQ e a， (3.9b)
Q= 1

where

Q® =泡13一项知叱 (3.10a)

Z% =C55(，目％-%), q = l,2, 3,4 (3.10b)

The above solutions with their various properties can 
now be specialized to both artificial semi-infinite spaces 

by the following steps. Inspection of the above solutions 
indicate that each consists of two pairs of wave compo

nents, each pair propagating in mirror image fashion with 
respect to the interface, namely along positive and negat

ive x3 directions. Since propagation is expected to em

anate from the interface into both media, one arbitrary re

serves ax and a3 for the lower half-space;the remaining 

one's, namely described with a： <z4 for the upper 

one. The formal solutions are listed in lower and upper 
half-spaces according to

(。33, 허3)= 搭 3 £知) 〃拓e """ X

（"= 母（顷）시5 ,尤0感

（疝,亦）=爲*如％）以祁

(3.11a)

(3.11b)

At this point, a formal solution of the field equation 
in orthotropic media has been presented. The amplitudes 

UiQ are the unknowns. The amplitudes U比 will be dete

rmined by implementing the artificial interface conditions

C33 节쁘 = — 度%1)"吃 for = A at *3그•材
微 3 Z (312)

C33 g꾸 = 玄 做孙)”허, for x3 = X3 at 光3느：**

To this end, if (3.11a,b) is subjected to the conditions 
(3,12), one finally solves the displacement amplitudes as

W = F = (由阮，% = - 如 = (2爲오7

(3.13) 

where

0^ = 0^-a.W. (3.14)

It is interesting to note that = 0 defines an equ

ivalent Christoffel characteristic equation for the propagat

ion of bulk waves in the medium. With these' solutions 
for the wave amplitudes, solutions for infinite space can 

be written in terms of q— 1, 3

= ] (3 15)
2c%n“店=Q[出e f&F —陈「心「旳]

In summary, solutions (3.15) define the propagation 

fi이ds in the infinite spaces.

IV. Solution in Semi-infinite Spaces
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Figure 2. Semi-infinite Media.

The solutions will now be specialized to the infinite 
media (3.1 la,b) to solve for the case where the free 

boundary intercepts the propagating pulse at some arbitr

ary location parallel to the plane — 0- It is assumed 

that the free boundary is located at x^ = ~~ a as depicted 

in Figure 2. This implies that the free boundary is loc
ated in the upper region and thus can o이y interfere with 

the propagation fields in the negative direction. For 

this case, the solution (3.15) will constitute an incident 
wave on a free surface. As a res니t, waves will reflect 

from the free boundary and propagate in the positive %3 

direction. Thus, appropriate formal solutions for the re

flected waves can be adapted from the solution (3.11a,b) 

in accordance with (Note now that 破 does not appear 

because solutions are referred to the origin x3 —0)

(法,法)=爲 3 (1,時⑶「5 (4.1a)

( 曷3,^3)= Z (D\q, "저 (4.lb)

With this, the total solution for the semi-infinite space 

(designated with superscript 's') which is required to 
satisfy the stress free boundary condition is obtained by 
superposing the incident waves and reflected waves in 

accordance with

(钻.為)=君3(1,%)攻。-5+

(4.2a)

(。弓3,尻3)= S (D^,D2^)U\,e °'x, 
府,3 (4.2b)

Q — 1,3

The boundary condition is given by

齿3 =彘=0 at x3——d (4.3)

By imposing the boundary conditions (4.5) on equation
(4.4),  a linear system is obtained, which is expressible as

(§：芻)(舞;)=(瓮) " 

where

R\=〈飾。1同+団313蹄
(4.5)

码=-(U^D2iE{ +

Using the standard Cramer's rule, the solutions for the 
reflected amplitudes are

国=(&% — &心 3)/(Z$位) (4 6)
㈤=(/?3心1一瓦应】)/(/為旧3) '

with

E« = e次,切=e"W負 9=1,3 (4.7)

and

Dsa = ~ @.8)

The simplified solutions are obtained by combining (4.7) 

with (4.8) as

G = 无요互 [ Sg芸 Fl히- 厂"一이 )

_ (4 9a)
+ ((Pn O2) + DMEi-2Dl3DaE^e^'(X1+d) '
+ (+ D013)砺-2巩岛Ej)e 2" ©J

公= 乏赢 3奶广瞄히-3血F)

+ ((D"23 + 〃21£加)硏-2D0)函)出 e
+ ((£，"23 + D2}Dl3)E^~ 2DnD2iE^ 除 f

(4.9b)

with sign = (x3 - M)/| 幻一好 I

V. Reduction of Results to Isotropic Media

Solutions for the isotropic symmetry can be obtained 

from the orthotropic symmetry by exploiting the degener

acy's of the elastic properties cm„. Replacing by

+2a* C55 by A setting ^33 = cn and c}3 = cu-2c55^ A 

res니is in an isotropic medium. Although these simplific

ations are adequate to reduce all of the previous results 
to ones pertaining to isotropic media, nevertheless they 

lead to much simpler expressions for the various pro
pagation parameters that are given by equations (3.7, 3.8, 
3.10a,b) [6]. The characteristic equation (3.5) reduces to
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[a2-(e2-fi)][a2-(^2-^)] = 0 (5.1)

Specially, implementing the isotropic restrictions re

duces these parameters to the following.

&. = / 伊决/(A+ 2月), 

US, 
a)\ = jaJE、

序一手)伐,
% = 2街，

El =』所『/(人+ 2“)

^3 = i히 釦

Z)]3 = 2总”
班=(星2 -各)/。3

(5.2)

By substituting (5.2) into (3.15), the solutions for or

thotropic infinite media ate reduced to the solutions for 

those of isotropic media [5] 

;—sign 顶鉱 r ©M,= 2 潟 Le ~e J

窈 = 五우云 [ - 叫。睥 + 3「이"'F ]

(5.3)

with the aid of

D“= 쓸 (5.4)

The response to the internal line load in the semi
infinite space with orthotropic symmetry reduces to the 
solution for a media with isotropic symmetry. Equations 

(4.11, 4.12) then become

Mls=l^fe[slgn?we * )

+ $厂"'3，如＞ + $「‘"3‘顼]

- ---Q___  r r-» / …이x.i-旳 , =2"*= 2“或心〔以F邮 +3 )

(5.5) 

load are carried out on orthotropic system which include 

infinite, semi-infinite spaces. These analytical solutions 

are adquate for the material system possessing orthotropic 

or higher symmetry, transversely isotropic, cubic, and 
isotropic contained implicitly in the analysis. The s이ut- 
ions of the system with orthotropic symmetry have sim
plified to those of isotropic systems by exploiting elastic 

properties of A and 以.
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VI. Conclusion

The analysis of dynamic responses due to pulsating line
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